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Localization, together with scene and human activity sensing, provides primitive and essential information for upper layer mobile
applications. In this paper, we present a novel indoor localization system. We not only make rough localization by the use of the
Wi-Fi/GSM signal, but also use the microphone of the smartphone to deeply sense the environment. By analyzing the ambient
sound and speech after voice activity detection, we can know exactly if the user appears somewhere and does something at the
regulated time according to his or her schedule. The ambient noise is used to identify the ambient scene, and we can deduce the
users’ current activities by the user’s speech sensing. Conclusively, accurate localization and the status information on the user
are made by synthesizing the above sound sensing information. And, according to the prestored schedule in the backend server,
the location and sensing information are returned to the monitor who wants to know where the user is and what he is doing. We
prototype the system on Android mobile phones and evaluate the system comprehensively with data collected from 61 different
indoor sites by 100 volunteers over a two-month period of experiments by employing different phone models. We believe this is a
novel approach to indoor localization, holding promise of real-world deployment.

1. Introduction

Mobile phones are gradually becoming powerful platforms
for people-centric computing. As the sensing device has
become steadily sophisticated, strong perception capability
has been employed on the mobile phone, which ultimately
makes it easier to comprehend the location and offer
meaningful upper layer service for the users. A variety of
applications are on the rise, many of which utilize location
information on the phone [1–3]. Localization has been widely
adopted in our life and work, and through it we can get
shopping lists on a mobile phone when the phone detects
the nearbyWal-Mart [4].We found that all these applications
could provide location results without any other information.
In addition, they cannot deeply sense the relation between
the user’s location and their surroundings. Thus, our goal is
to design an efficient surrounding-aware platform in order
to provide an accurate recognition of the status for mobile
phone users, and at the same time the monitor (such as the
boss, teacher, and parents, who have gotten the permission

from users) can obtain the active state information by our
surrounding-aware platform.

Intuitively, the problem of location recognition could be
solved by taking advantage of the intensively investigated
localization technology based on the wireless signal, such
as Wi-Fi, GSM, and GPS. As far as outdoor localization is
concerned, GPS has provided ideal recognizing accuracy.
However, no current technique has offered a perfect solution
to the problem of indoor localization. Limited by the complex
structure and intensive EMI inside buildings, the wireless
signal strength changes irregularly so that the sensing device
cannot give a reasonable prediction of the location. It has
been proved by related experiences [5] that, by location
techniques based on the GPS/GSM, it is infeasible indoors
by containing two larger location errors to distinguish two
relatively closer indoor locations. Alternative Wi-Fi-based
schemes (RADAR, Place Lab, SkyHook, etc., [6–8]) offer a
better accuracy for indoor localization, but generally, these
schemes only supply a user’s physical positions; however,
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the user’s surroundings information and the status of user
cannot be obtained.

So far, there have been some researches on the localization
method integrated with the mobile phone’s sensing device.
SoundSense [9] collects sound data by the microphone
and uses time-domain and frequency-domain feature of the
sound, but its main use is to detect the sound event. Batphone
[10] brings forward a kind of sound fingerprints to conduct
localization, which results in an accuracy of 70% in real
situations. Peer assisted localization approach [11] obtains
accurate acoustic ranging estimates [12] among peer phones,
and then maps their locations jointly against the Wi-Fi sig-
nature map subjecting to ranging constraints. Besides, there
are other researches which employ the location technique
of combining Wi-Fi with multiple sensors, for instance,
SurroundSense [5]. However, SurroundSense’s location result
is which store you are in, such as determining if it is a
bookstore or a coffee house where a user is located. The
accuracy will be greatly decreased when two adjacent stores
are relatively similar.

Above all, we consider that when a user is supposed to
appear in one place at some specific time, our system cannot
only acquire the user’s logical location, but also acquire what
the user is doing by sensing user’s surroundings information.
Also the fact that the user’s location is known by others will be
considered as invasion of privacy, but in certain conditions,
people’s location can be shared with others for improving
efficiency and safety. For instance, teachers concern about if
their students attend class punctually; employers care about
if their staff members start work punctually.

Our system is to achieve accurate indoor localization and
infer the user’s status through deep perception. Of course,
translating this idea-sketch into a functional system entails
a number of system design challenges presented by mobile
phones.

(1) Indoor or Outdoor Detection. Because most of the
users are located indoors (the outdoor users are not ruled
out), the system should locate the user in general by outdoor
localization techniques, and then detect if the users stay
indoors using the Wi-Fi localization techniques. When the
users stay outdoors, theGPS can position the location exactly;
when the users stay indoors, we should use outdoor local-
ization techniques first to return the approximate location of
users and then combined with indoor localization to conduct
accurate indoor localization.

(2) Local Position Pinpoint. We need to carefully identify
the correct position result with the ambient information. It is
necessary to consider the effect of the room’s environmental
feature and the variable factors on localization, such as
different marks of people’s sound information.

(3) Chat Keyword Sensing. On the basis of localization,
we gather sound information through the microphone and
take advantage of the voiceprint feature contained in sound
information to infer the person talking with the user and
perceive and mark what people said depending on the
keywords in the sound information, and then deduce what
the user does in current indoor environment.

(4) Sensing and Localization Assembling. We use dif-
ferent localization techniques and different sensing devices

to collect various environmental information, an effective
information assembling strategy is required to solve the
puzzle of combining different pieces of information from
multiple environment fingerprints to obtain the user’s right
information on location and the perception information, thus
deducing where the user is and what he is doing.

(5) Reporting and Sharing. When the monitor needs to
supervise a user’s location and behavior in some period, we
need to put the schedule of the user in the backend server.
Once the sensing and deduced results returned by the system
match the schedule, it is indicated that the user has completed
the regulated thing as prescribed.

In this paper, we develop practical solutions to deal with
such challenges. In particular, we extract unique identifiable
fingerprints of indoor environment and utilize the GSM/Wi-
Fi signal to determine the user’s location. When the rough
result obtained by the users is an indoor scene, we need to
have further work on how the microphone in the mobile
phone collects the indoor ambient environment and the
talker’s sound.When collecting the sound information on the
current scene, it is necessary to consider how to conduct blind
source separation for sound information, that is, to separate
ambient voice from sound for identifying the ambient scene
afterwards. Based on the sound collected by the microphone,
the indoor fingerprint, voiceprint features, and keywords of
current environment can be obtained. In separation of the
sound signal, we not only need to focus on how to use
the mobile phone to collect sound files to make sure that
the size of the audio file is decreased as much as possible
and not only impact the recognition accuracy as much as
possible, but also choose the lightweight feature extracting
method to fit the mobile phone’s low computing capacity
and small storage area. We try to exploit the sparseness in
speech to extract frequency-domain acoustic features inside
a smartphone, when the sampling rate is as high as 8KHz.
We propose an efficient and robust AdaBoost ensemble
learning algorithm for having a comprehensive classification
of outdoor localization information, voice information, the
talker’s voiceprint information, and keywords obtained from
environment. In order to supervise if a user’s behavior is as
prescribed at the regulated time and location, we need to save
the user’s schedule to the backend server in advance. When
the system returns location perception information, we need
to match localization results with the schedule by using the
matching method. Finally, we are then able to utilize the
ensemble learning algorithm to accurately get the user’s loca-
tion information and determination information on whether
the user reaches the particular location punctually.

We consolidate the techniques above, and then imple-
ment the architecture of the prototype system and algorithms
with theAndroid platformusing three types ofmobile phones
(Samsung Galaxy S2 i9100, HTC One S, and HTC Sensation
G14). We also profile resource consumption in terms of the
CPU and memory usage and evaluate the performance of
the algorithms using real world ambient data sets through
our system. We collect training data at 61 different sites and
evaluate the accuracy with 100 students over a two-month
period of experiments. As a result, the mobile phone scheme
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Figure 1: The influence caused by changing contexts of mobile phone.

can find location with a detection accuracy of 92% and
identify the classroom with an accuracy of up to 90%.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
provide the impacts of phone context and a target of our
architecture. Section 3 describes the design of our proto-
type system, particularly in the architecture of our system.
Section 4 evaluates the software system and analyses the
results achieved from simulation. We present related work in
Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Preliminary and Motivation

In this section, we first review the impacts of the phone
context, which serves as the basic challenge and the reason
why the microphone is used as the basic sensor instead of
others. Then, we highlight the target and the main challenges
entailed to turn the principles into a practical system.

Mobile phones are pervasive and qualified for identifying
the sound events around us in daily lives. However, phones
are primarily designed for voice communication and present
a number of practical limitations. We carry phones in
different ways, for example, in the pocket, on a belt, in a purse,
or in a bag. The location of a phone with respect to the user’s
body where a phone is used, and the conditions under which
it is used, are collectively referred to as the phone context [9].

The phone context presents a number of challenges to
building a robust location tracking system using appropriate
sensory information. Using the microphone as the sensor of
the system alone ismainly because sound is not easily affected
by the phone context change compared with other sensors.
IODetector [13] detects the indoor/outdoor environment by
light sensors. But, we find that light sensors are easily affected
by the phone context. For example, in the sameoffice, the light

intensity values are different when the phone is in the hand
or in a pocket. The sound as a prevalent signal in nature, not
only can reflect the characteristics of places and speech but
also is robust to the phone context. Acoustic signals could be
obtained at any moment when the system is functioning in
spite of challenging external conditions such as poor lighting
or visual information. Besides, they are relatively cheaper
to store and compute than visual signals. Figure 1 is the
experiment which can prove our argument.

Figure 1 shows the sensing effects of different context of
the user’s phone. In case A, themobile phone faces the source,
while in case B the source is away from the phone. In case C,
the phone is in the hand of the user, while in case D, the user
puts the phone in the pocket. FromFigure 1, we can know that
the light intensity changes a lot in different contexts. On the
contrary, audio signals change little. As shown in Figure 1, the
intensity of the light differs greatly when the mobile phone is
in hand or in the pocket, whereas voice behaves distinctively.
So, it’s easy to conclude that the influence of context on light is
far greater than on sound. Therefore, we choose the phone’s
microphone as the primary sensor to collect environmental
information.

From the experiment, we see that there are linear relations
between the signals from different phones at the same
place, and the sound quality characteristics and spectrum
are extremely similar. Therefore, by identifying the linear
relationship, we can design a robust sensing system dealing
with complicated phone contexts.

3. System Design

Though our idea is intuitive, the design of such a system in
practice entails substantial challenges. In this section, we first
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Figure 2: System architecture.

present the main components of the system, and then we
characterize the challenges in the design and implementation
and introduce several techniques for dealing with them.

3.1. System Overview. Figure 2 is the architecture in the
broad design space. We shall describe the high level flow of
information through this architecture, and will present the
internal details later.

Data Collector. This is a collection of modules, each of
which determines the fingerprint of the current location
by acquiring data from necessary sensors and by using the
necessary inference algorithm. As depicted in Figure 2 (left
top), a user collects and uploads the sensing information to
the backend server by the smartphone. When the user wants
to know his/her location, the smartphone will collect the
surrounding sound information and the GSM/Wi-Fi signal
which will be fed back to the server for processing. Since the
location of the smartphone user is not limited in a certain
area, the system should determine the user’s coarse location.
If the general location is far from the location the user should
be in, then the system will determine that the user does not
followwith the schedule. Ideally, themobile phone of the user
automatically performs the data collection and transmission.

Wehavemeasured energy consumedby theWi-Fi and the
microphone in an Android phone. Table 1 shows the energy
consumption of the combination of different sensors.The key
observation, which we expect to hold for other platforms and
sensors implementations as well, is that energy consumptions
of various sensors varied by an order of magnitude. This
alludes to the potential savings in our systemwhenwe choose
as energy-efficient a sensor as possible andmake the accuracy
high. The length of acoustic sample is a very important

Table 1: Energy consumption of a different sensors composition.

Scenes Sensors used (sample length) Energy (mJ)
Meeting room Wi-Fi + microphone (10 sec) 3505
Library Wi-Fi + microphone (10 sec) 3505
Bar Microphone (10 sec) 2905
Home GSM +Wi-Fi 1985

parameter which can influence the tradeoff between recog-
nition accuracy rate and system energy consumption. If the
sample becomes longer, the system will cost more energy to
sample recording, feature extraction, and classification. If we
can choose a reasonable length of the audio sample, we will
save much more energy and achieve a higher recognition
accuracy at the same time. Hence, we divide the sample into
different lengths, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 20 s, 25 s, and 30 s, anduse them
to recognize the scene. As shown in Figure 3, the accuracy of
recognition obtained by using 15 s and 25 s samples is almost
the same. Because using 25 s samples will consume more
energy, we conclude that the recording time should be 15 s
which canmake a tradeoff between the energy-efficiency and
accuracy by experiment.

Backend Server. We transfer most of the computation burden
to the backend server where the uploaded information from
the user is processed and the requests from the monitor are
replied.

In order to run the system, we need to build a database to
store environmental sound information, voice information,
and Wi-Fi information. When the system is operating, the
background server will process Wi-Fi, GSM, voice, and
environment noise information uploaded from the user.
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After receiving the information, the system will analyze Wi-
Fi/GSM information data first, and judge whether the user
is within a geographic range, and then estimate which room
the user is in according to the voice information. Besides, we
want to get the schedule of the user in advance, so that the
system will compare the result with the schedule of the user,
and obtain the user’s status. Moreover, since the system uses
the multichannel to identify the location of the user when
recording attendance data, it will decrease the possibilities of
cheating and errors in recognition procedure tremendously.

The server is composed of several modules. A Data
Collector gathers the data from the user’s smartphone and
undertakes preprocesses tasks. The preprocessed data is
forwarded to the Fingerprinting Factory, which is located
roughly with the Wi-Fi/GSM and then utilizes voiceprint
recognition and text categorization to realize the scene
classification and behavior inference of the user. The features
are then compared with the DataWarehouse which stores the
training samples and the schedule, and finally gets the result
of tracking the location for the user to query.

Monitor User.Themonitor user can send the request to query
the whole day activities of a user. Besides, they also have the
authority to acquire the user’s current location information
and to know whether the user is at the place following the
schedule.

3.2. Data Preprocessing. Data preprocessing is mainly done
in the data collector module. The first step of our system
is collecting and recording ambient sound, speech, and Wi-
Fi/GSM. To further understand the information revealed in
these samples, we should preprocess the sound data and
extract the ambient sound and speech from the acoustic
sample.Thegoal of preprocessing is to reduce the data volume
that needs to be transmitted.

Sound processing usually starts by segmenting the audio
stream from the microphone into frames of the same dura-
tion. Features of classification are extracted during processing
either from an individual frame or from a window which

has 𝑛 frames. In our system, classification is performed
with respect to the complete 𝑛 frame window, not simply
on any individual frame. Not all frames are considered for
processing. Spectral entropy and energy measurements are
used to filter frames that are silent or are too hard to conduct
classification accurately due to the context (e.g., far away from
the source or muffled in backpack).

The first step of our system is to record an audio sample of
a predefined length. To further understand the information
revealed in these samples, we segment the audio stream
into frames of the same duration. Segmenting the audio
stream into uniform frames is a common practice for feature
extraction and classification. The frame width (i.e., duration)
is a key system parameter that needs to be optimized because
it should be short enough so that there are not drastic
changes in audio content, andmeanwhile long enough so that
the characteristics signature of the sound can be captured.
Existing researches usually exploit frames that overlap with
each other so as to capture subtle changes in the sounds
more precisely. However, this may cause the overlapping
pieces of audio data to be processedmultiple times. Given the
resource constraints of the phone we use independent non-
overlapping frames consisting of 256 sampling points, that
is, about 32ms, at an input sampling rate of 8000Hz. After
segmenting frames, we multiply each frame by a window
function vector, which reduces the signal magnitude near the
frame boundary.

As the sound signal we collected contains environmental
ambient noise and voice, we have to separate background
noise from voice. The separated noise is used for the iden-
tification of the environment and voice for the speaker’s
voiceprint recognition and keyword recognition. During the
speech processing, we need to determine whether the audio
data contains voice, and only in the case with voice can we
continue voiceprint recognition and speech identification.

In our daily life, the place people frequently visits will
have its own unique background sound. In a classroom
there exists a teacher’s voice; in a lab, the keyboard or other
sounds; in a plant, the roaring sound of the machines; and
in a shop, its own specific background music and so on.
During supervision, our systemwill periodically record voice
segments and analyze the specific place from which they
come. More than that, users will encounter certain people
in their everyday lives or do a specific thing with others.
By analyzing the speaker’s identity or the content of his/her
speech, the system can infer the user’s current location.
However, not all sound clips contain clear voices, but our
systemwill filter the voice according to a certain rule, namely,
the Voice Activity Detection (VAD). Some papers propose
to use multiple features in combination with some modeling
algorithms such as CART [14] or ANN [15]. However, these
algorithms add up with the complexity of the VAD itself.
Some papers put up noise estimation and adaptationmethods
for improving VAD robustness [16], but these methods are
computationally expensive. Since our VAD is implemented
on the mobile phone, we need to take into account the
mobile’s low processing capacity and our demand for quickly
getting the VAD results, so we use the typical method.
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Figure 4: Wave spectrum images of three kinds of sound. (a) is normal sound with noise, (b) is sound with clear vocal, and (c) is sound with
extreme noise.

Figure 4 shows three audio files, Figure 4(a) being the
noise sound; Figure 4(b), the sound that contains the clear
vocal sound in classroom; and Figure 4(c), the sound with
extremely high noise. We noticed that in most cases, the
ambient noise volume level does not exceed 0.3 (noise volume
level ∈ [0, 1]), while the clear vocal sound often exceeds
0.4. In our system, we count up the samples whose volume
level exceeds a certain threshold to determine if the voice
segment has a clear vocal sound, and then determine whether
it needs voice recognition. If there exists a certain vocal
sound and the sample level is not up to the threshold, it is
indicated that the human voice is not very clear and should
be ignored. Conversely, in some extreme conditions such as
that in Figure 4(c) which is recorded at a bar party, loudmusic
has overshadowed any voice, so most of the sampling volume
levels are beyond 0.4. If calculated by the previous method,
such an audio can also be classified as a clear vocal audio.
Considering this extreme case, there are two solutions. One

is to simply ignore this extreme situation, since in this case
we cannot obtain any useful results after speech recognition.
Without recognizing the text, the system does not carry out
the subsequent text categorization. Since it will not affect the
positioning accuracy,we can simply ignore this situation right
away. However, considering the demand that the system in
the phone has to enhance operational efficiency as much as
possible and reduce unnecessary steps, the first situation is
somewhat irresponsible. As we all know, there will be pauses
in a human speech, and it will be reflected in the audio signal
despite of the short pause time, as shown in Figure 4(b). But,
the audio signal filled with noise is generally continuous and
is composed of numerous signals, so these signal samples of
the high energy level is very dense, as shown in Figure 4(c).
To prove the above point of view, we count the signal level
density respectively in Figures 4(b) and 4(c). In Figure 5, we
can easily observe that the sampled sound clip level in noisy
environment is concentratedmostly in the high level portion.
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Figure 5:The proportion of samples with different sound levels. The left and right are collected from the sound with clear vocal and extreme
noise, respectively.

Sincewe have identified the fact that some voice contains very
dense high level signals, we can find that part of the audio has
a very noisy environmental noise.

3.3. Fingerprint Extraction. The Fingerprinting Factory
receives the type of processed data (Wi-Fi, accelerometer)
and extracts the fingerprints. The fingerprints are distributed
to the Behavior Identifying module and the Scene Classify
module. This module performs a set of appropriate
operations, including computation of the RSSI value of
Wi-Fi APs, ambient sound feature selection, and voiceprint
selection.

3.3.1. Treatment of the Wi-Fi/GSM: Which Room Are You in?
In the Fingerprint Factory, it is inevitable to compare the
information successively in the large database regardless of
using the pure Wi-Fi or pure microphone to find location.
Since many of them are redundant, we need a simple
approach to finding the general location which will decrease
the time of comparisons and thus reduce the complexity.
The collected data includes the phone’s (GSM-based) physical
coordinate, 𝐿GSM. The 𝐿GSM is a ⟨latitude, longitude⟩ tuple
accurate to around 150m. GSM base stations are utilized for
localization which can get the latitudinal and longitudinal
information. Although the accuracy of the GSM is not high, a
shortlist of location information can be provided.The system
can pick out the suitable scenes from the database for further
localization.

The backend server needs to maintain a database that
stores the Wi-Fi and audio signal fingerprints that are
collected from different rooms in our building. War-driving
along one hour in a classroom, the mobile phone normally
captures a group of Wi-Fi and audio signals at one time.

But even if collected from the same place, signals might be
different from time to time. To improve the robustness of our
system, we combine the Wi-Fi with the ambient sound for
making up the disadvantage. We use the RSSI values of Wi-
Fi APs as feature [17]. For the system to remain robust under
signal fluctuations (which alters the set of overheard APs), we
only consider APs that are stronger than a threshold RSSI.

We compute similarity of two locations, 𝐿
1
and 𝐿

2
as

follows. We denote the sets of Wi-Fi APs as 𝐴. Let 𝑓
𝑖
(𝑎)

represent the RSSI of AP 𝑎 at location 𝐿
𝑖
, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴. If 𝑎 does

not cover 𝐿
𝑖
, then 𝑓

𝑖
(𝑎) = 0. We now define 𝑆 as similarity. If

we want to know the similarity between locations 𝐿
1
and 𝐿

2
,

then we have

𝑆 =

1

|𝐴|

∑

∀𝑎∈𝐴

min (𝑓
1
(𝑎) , 𝑓

2
(𝑎))

max (𝑓
1
(𝑎) , 𝑓

2
(𝑎))

. (1)

If the Wi-Fi signals covering 𝐿
1
and 𝐿

2
vary greatly, it

indicates that the Wi-Fi APs could not be received at either
place or the signal in one of the places is too weak to be
received. The sum of the results from (1) must be small,
which implies that the similarity of the two locations is low.
After acquiring the location similarity, the system makes
a comparison between the calculated value and its preset
threshold. If and only if the similarity is smaller than the
preset value, the place can then be deemed to be recognizable
and be added into the system landmark as the additional one.
Figure 7 shows this tradeoff using traces from two buildings.
We observed that 0.4 was a reasonable threshold, balancing
the quality and quantity of Wi-Fi APs.

To manifest our standpoint, several tests were conducted
on the floor of our laboratory. We collected the Wi-Fi
information from three rooms, in the order of A, B, C, and
back to A. There are 24 samples in each room, respectively.
Figure 6 illustrates the specific locations of three places.
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Figure 6: The positions of APs and three places (A, B, and C) of collecting Wi-Fi signals are shown on the floor plan.
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Figure 8 displays the similarity of Wi-Fi signals collected
from three rooms. The darker the color is, the higher
the similarity of the Wi-Fi samples corresponding to the
horizontal ordinate is. It can be clearly seen from the chart
that the similarity among samples is extremely high in the
same group. However, the similarity between samples 1–12
and 73–96 is not expected; although the samples are collected
in the same room A, they are collected at different time
periods. Moreover, the samples taken from different places
vary greatly from each other in most situations. Nevertheless
there are similar ones which appeared from time to time.
For instance, samples 40–44 gathered from room B shows
great similarity to the samples taken from room A. Given the
above situation, we add audio indicators for fine positioning
in order to acquire a higher accuracy.

3.3.2. Treatment of Sound: Who Is Talking? Where Is She/He
Talking? In the data processing stage, we use the mobile
phones collecting data to record the Wi-Fi data and transmit
the data to the backend server. As aforementioned, the
mobile phone should be capable of giving accurate detection
wherever possible. Some papers [9] study the problem of
activity recognition and context awareness using various
sensors. Such approaches, however, cannot be simply used on
themobile phone or will lead to great power consumption. In
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Figure 8: The similarity of Wi-Fi samples which are collected from
A, B, and C shown in Figure 6.

this section, we extract the features of the ambient sound and
speech in order to explore audio data to detect who is talking
and what he/she is talking about. With this information, we
can know where the user is and what he/she is doing with
whom.

When we have used VAD to successfully detect the pres-
ence of voice in the audio, the separation of noise and speech
can be conducted.We separate the ambient sound and speech
based on the frequency-domain convolutive signal blind
source algorithm.The observation signal is structured by the
wavelet multiresolution analysis first, and then the separation
is achieved between ambient sound and speech through the
frequency domain independent component analysis [18–20].
We can extract the features respectively for ambient sound
and speech after the separation.

In what follows, we discuss the spectrogram representa-
tion for the ambient sound and voice sound we use in our
system.

Acoustic Background Spectrum (ABS) [10]. The ABS is a new
ambient sound fingerprint.The first step is to record an audio
sample of length 𝑡samp. In the next several steps, computing
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the power spectrum of each frame which involves applying
a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of resolution 2 × (𝑛spec −
1), throwing away the redundant second half of the result,
leaving 𝑛spec elements, and multiplying the result elements
by their complex conjugates, giving the power. 𝑛spec is the
spectral resolution. After the operations, this ambient sound
signal is transformed into a time-frequency representation
called a power spectrogram. After the spectrogram is com-
puted, we filter out the frequency band of interest by simply
isolating the appropriate rows and apply a new method for
extracting the noise-robust spectrogram summary vector.
We accomplish this by choosing one of the smallest values
observed for each frequency in the sampling window. We
choose a value near the minimum, the 5th-percentile value
(p05). Choosing the p05 value involves either sorting or using
a linear-time selection algorithm (such as quick select) in
each of the spectrogram rows. The final step in computing
the ABS is to compute the logarithm of the spectrogram
summary vector.

Sparse Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (sMFCC) [21].
The idea of the sparse MFCC algorithm is to compute a
sparse approximation of MFCC features from a given frame
of discrete time-domain signals 𝑥

𝑛
of length 𝑛. The algorithm

uses a modified version of the Sparse Fast Fourier transform
(sFFT) [22, 23] as a subroutine. Like the sFFT to FFT,
sMFCC is an approximation to MFCC. In this algorithm,
the sparseness parameter 𝑘 is computed, which is one of
the key parameters of the sFFT algorithm. Once the Fourier
coefficients are obtained, we follow the standard procedure
of MFCC [24]. Experiments show that sMFCC is up to 5.84
times faster than MFCC while its error is within 1.1%–3.9%
that of MFCC.

In order to realize that our system can be adopted on
any smartphone, we use Samsung Galaxy S2 i9100 and HTC
One S to collect data samples. Considering that we need
to transfer the samples to the backend server on the web
and reduce the complexity of processing sound at the same
time, we choose the 8000Hz sampling rate to record voices.
Figure 4(b) plots the raw audio signal segment in the time
domain when the user is in a classroom. After we have
separated the background noise from voice, we extract ABS
as the feature vectors of our background noise. If there are
voice signals in the recorded data, we also need to extract
sMFCC as its feature vector. After extracting sMFCC feature
vectors of audio data in classrooms and labs, respectively,
the Vector Quantization then compares and analyzes these
feature vectors, leading to the final answer.

3.4. System Classification Algorithm for Environmental
Perception and Persons

3.4.1. Scene Classification Based on the Background Noise.
When the user is in the period of being tracked, the
mobile phone samples Wi-Fi and audio data and reports the
information to the backend server. The GSM/Wi-Fi offers
the location accuracy to around 150m [5] to decrease the
number of scenes. Then, the scene the user is in can be
classified with audio data. In Section 3.3.2, we introduced

how to extract the features of ambient sound and human
speech. Additionally, the features should be analyzed by a
classifier model and, after that, the location where the sound
is collected can be determined. The scene classifying module
is mainly responsible for the scene classification.

After the ABS room fingerprint is calculated, it can
be compared with the previously-observed fingerprints to
determine the location. We solve this classification problem
via supervised learning. We assume that a database of room
fingerprints is available with each fingerprint labeled with a
room identifier.The problem at hand is to label the currently-
observed room fingerprint. To do this, we choose the Multi-
class Support Vector Machine (M-SVM), Naive Bayes Model
(NBC), and Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) to be the
candidates and they all have their own characteristics. The
M-SVMhas good recognition ability for the non-linear input
(e.g., linear characteristics will be destroyed by the mixture
of many emergency events with environment). The SVM
contains many kernel functions: Polynomial kernel function,
Gaussian Radial Basis function, and Hyperbolic tangent
Function. By choosing the reasonable kernel function, it can
conduct classification in linear time [25], which provides
the basis for efficient mobile phone classification. We try
to use different kernel functions for sound classification.
Through the experiment, we find that using the Gaussian
Radial Basis function can lead to the highest classification
rate. The advantage of the SVM method is to use a small
training set; the disadvantages are that the theory only really
covers the determination of the parameters for a given value
of the regularization and kernel parameters and the choice
of the kernel. Besides, the complexity of the SVM method is
high.The Naive Bayes is suitable for the case where users will
only provide a few labeled training samples. Therefore, the
NBC is a simple and effective method for text categorization.
For the PNN we can complete the training phase very fast,
and after getting new data it does not need a repeated training
[26, 27].

We choose the simple and fast Neural Network algorithm
for comparing room fingerprints. In particular, we use the
Probabilistic Neural Network for classification. Because our
system has run online training, using the PNN can make the
system rapidly respond to environmental changes.

The PNN based on statistical theory is of equal function
to the optimal Bayes classifier, but it does not need the
BP algorithm to compute reversal error propagation as
the traditional multilayer feedback neural network does.
Instead, the PNN computes the data forward totally, so it
has the advantages of short training time, simple topological
structure, easy algorithm design, strong fault tolerance, and
so forth. The PNN is widely used in the field of modeling
recognition and classification.

3.4.2. Speaker Recognition and Behavior Inference. When
audio information is included in the acquisition sound data,
we can extract the ambient noise from audio. We test the
audio indication-based scene classifying method in various
scenarios, and experiments show encouraging results for
scene classification. We can apply this technique in any
environment as long as noise exists. Through voiceprint
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recognition for human speech in our records, we can deter-
mine if it is “mark people” who are related to the user
currently. If a user, Alice, is talking with somebody, our
system can recognize out if Alice is contacting specific people
at regulated time according to the audio recognition of the
people Alice is talking with, which is helpful to deduce what
Alice is doing. For instance, if Alice is talkingwith her teacher,
by using voiceprint recognition, our system can recognize
thatwhat the teacher is doing is teaching the operation system
course, and from the keywords of what the teacher is talking
about through text classification method, it can be concluded
that the teacher is having the class instead of chatting. The
work of activity recognition through voiceprint recognition
and text classification is completed mainly in the Behavior
Identify module.

Voiceprint Recognition (VPR). In the backend server, sMFCC
is extracted from speech sound data. The feature vectors
are then sent to a classifier for classification and further
analysis. Feature matching is referred to as the classification
of the extracted features from individual speakers.The feature
matching techniques used in speaker recognition include the
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Hidden Markov Modeling
(HMM), and Vector Quantization (VQ) [28].

Text Categorization. Text categorization techniques are used
to classify text documents into categories or classes. For
instance, in our system, if the customer says, “Yes, this
algorithm is efficient,” we want the system to recognize the
keywords and to infer the customer’s behavior with other
information accordingly. In this paper, we use a machine-
learning technique called Naive Bayes for the problem of text
categorization. The Naive Bayes has the stable recognition
rate and needs only small amounts of training samples for the
estimated parameters of the classifier.

3.5. Algorithm for Comprehensive Localization Deduction. As
mentioned above, different sensors of the smart phone collect
sample data (Wi-Fi/GSM, ambient sound, human speech and
text keywords) at a user configured rate and infer the location
of user, respectively. The system aggregates the results from
each sensor and then decides comprehensively the user’s
ultimate estimation location. Further, we can determine if
the user appears at the regulated place and time according
to localization information from the monitoring result of the
system and the schedule of the user saved in the back stage.
Our system can save the schedule of the user in advance and
mark the supervised time. Once the system enters into the
monitoring time, the mobile phone will send the collected
data to the back stage. After the calculation by the back
stage system, the result will be compared with the schedule.
When the user does not behave according to the schedule,
the information will be returned to themonitor. For instance,
a courier should send the delivery to site A at 10 to 11 a.m.,
our system can monitor the courier’s manners and report
to the monitor if the courier does not behave according
to the schedule. Considering the problems of the power
consumption and back stage computing pressure, the system
could not record environmental data and upload it to the

backend server at all times nor only in terms of one-time
determination, since there are special situations, for example,
the courier’s going to the toilet at the working time, so if
the system recorded the user’s behavior in this situation, an
error would occur.That’s why the data should be sent at some
frequency to the back stage.

Aggregated data from the phone’s different classification
modules is fed into the InferenceModule in each aggregation
interval to make an inference decision. We use the AdaBoost
[8], an ensemble learning algorithm, as our inference location
classifier which resides entirely in the backend sever. The
AdaBoost combines an ensemble of weak classifiers together
to form a single, more robust classifier. With this approach,
we are able to train weak classifiers for each classification
module’s results in our deployment and combine them
together to infer location.

Using the AdaBoost, we incrementally build an ensem-
ble of computationally inexpensive weak classifiers, each
of which is trained from the labeled training observations
of a single module’s results. Weak classifiers need only to
make classification decisions that are slightly correlated with
the ground truth; their capabilities are combined to form
a single accurate classifier. The completed ensemble may
containmultiple weak classifiers for the samemodule’s result;
some module’s results may not have trained classifiers in the
ensemble at all. The AdaBoost incrementally creates such
result-based weak classifiers by emphasizing the training
observations misclassified by previous classifiers, thus ensur-
ing that the training accuracy is maximized.

We describe the AdaBoost training as follows. We define
a set of locations 𝐴 = {𝑎

1
, . . . , 𝑎

𝑎
}, different classification

modules 𝑆 = {𝑠
1
, 𝑠
2
, 𝑠
3
, . . . , 𝑠

𝑚
}, and observation results 𝑂

𝑗

for each module 𝑠
𝑗
∈ 𝑆, where each module has 𝑛 training

observations. The training output is an ensemble of weak
classifiers𝐻 = {ℎ

1
, . . . , ℎ

𝑇
}, where ℎ

𝑡
∈ 𝐻 represents theweak

classifier chosen in the 𝑡th iteration.We initialize a set of equal
weights 𝐷

1
for each training observation, where during the

training process, greater weights for an observation represent
a greater classification difficulty.

During each iteration 𝑡, we train a weak classifier ℎ
𝑡,𝑗

for
each module 𝑠

𝑗
∈ 𝑆 using observations 𝑂

𝑗
and weights 𝐷

𝑡
.

We then compute the weighted classifier error 𝜀
𝑡,𝑗

for each
trained module classifier, adding only the module classifier
to 𝐻 which has the lowest weighted error. Before the next
iteration, the observation weights 𝐷

𝑡
are updated based on

the current weights and the misclassifications made by the
selected classifier.

Given an observation 𝑜, each weak classifier returns a
probability vector [0, 1]𝑎 with each scalar representing the
probability that the current location is 𝑎

𝑖
. To train a weak

classifier ℎ
𝑡,𝑗

for each classification module 𝑠
𝑗
∈ 𝑆, we use a

Naive Bayes model. With a weak classifier chosen for each
iteration, the output of the AdaBoost classifier for each new
observation 𝑂 during the runtime is defined as

ℎ (𝑜) = arg max
𝛼
𝑖
∈𝐴

𝑇

∑

𝑡=1

(log
1 − 𝜀
𝑡

𝜀
𝑡

)ℎ
𝑡
(𝑜, 𝛼
𝑖
) . (2)
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In (2), the activity probability vector for each weak
classifier ℎ

𝑡
is weighted by the inverse of its error 𝜀

𝑡
. Thus, the

weak classifiers with the lowest training error have the largest
weight in making classification decisions. To put it another
way, the AdaBoost chooses the classification modules with
weak classifiers that minimize the weighted training error,
achieving a maximum training accuracy for all locations.

The data warehouse is mainly used for storing the
trained data and schedule.When inferencemodules complete
ensemble classification according to the training result and
schedule, the monitors are capable of querying the informa-
tion on the user in order to track the user.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the evaluation of our system.
We implement a prototype system on the Android platform
with different types of mobile phone. We collect audio data
from 61 different sites over an 8-week period of experiments.
Following this, we present the experimental methodology
and detailed performance.

4.1. Experimental Methodology

Mobile Device. In the first half of the experiment, we
implement the application on the Android platform and
test its performance using three different types of mobile
phones (Samsung Galaxy S2 i9100, HTC Desire S, and HTC
Sensation G14). The Samsung Galaxy S2 i9100 has a 1 GB
RAM and dual-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A9 processor, the HTC
Desire S has a 768MB RAM and 1GHz Scorpion processor,
and the HTC Sensation G14 has a 768MB RAM and dual-
core 1.2 GHz Scorpion processor. Application is independent
of platforms. We believe that the proposed system can be
simply implanted to other mobile computing platforms, such
as Apple IOS and Windows Phone. In the later stage of the
experiment, students in our class installed our application to
help us test our system.

Backend Server. We implement the backend server in Java
running on the HP z400 workstation with 6GBmemory and
Intel XeonW3503 processor.The scene classifying service can
be deployed in a computing cloud for dynamic and scalable
resource provisioning as well.

Experiment Environment. The campus has various indoor
scenes including the dormitory, restaurant, classroom, lab-
oratory, library, supermarket, bar, and even hospital. Such
complex indoor environment is enough to make our system
finish the whole experiment and get convincing experimental
data. We set up a database, which contains the fingerprints
(Wi-Fi signal and ambient sound) of 61 locations and
voice. The demarcation between different scenes is mainly
composed of the physical boundaries like walls, doors, and
so forth. But some places which cover a large area like
the supermarket or corridors do not have distinct physical
boundaries, so we set a virtual boundary in this kind of place
by the size of area or special environmental characteristics.

Table 2: Performance of the vocal detection algorithm.

Accuracy Comprehensive accuracy

Quiet With vocal 97%

94%Without vocal 98%

Noisy With vocal 89%
Without vocal 95%

Experimental location scenes can be roughly divided into
three classes: quiet scenes (laboratory, library, hospital, etc.),
noisy scenes (dormitory, restaurant, market, bar, etc.), and
scenes which have vocals from specific people (classroom,
meeting room, etc.). All the scenarios are distributed in every
zone of the campus or outside the university. The structure
of the buildings which have these scenes is very complicated.
Some environmental sounds from some places are similar
while those from other places are entirely different. With the
help of these characteristics, these indoor scenes can simulate
every indoor localization scene in our real life, and thus detect
the localization accuracy of the system.

We collect data from every scenario, get localization
result, and calculate the localization accuracy. Synthesizing
the results of each experiment, we can get an accuracy of
approximately 95%.

4.2. Mobile System Performance

4.2.1. The Accuracy of Detecting People’s Sounds. During the
8-week experiments, we collected hundreds of audio files
with 8000 samplings. Due to the uneven lengths of audio
files, we divide the files into 15 s audio fragments, which
unconsciously expands the set of experimental data. In these
data, some contain speech, while some are very noisy. If
we use noisy audio data to automatic speech or voiceprint
recognition, the system cannot get the results. In this case, the
systemmust determinewhether the audio data have vocal, no
matter what we can hear from the audio files.

We test the vocal detection algorithm mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2. Audio samples can be divided into four categories:
quiet with human sounds, quiet without human sounds,
noisy with human sounds and noisy without human sounds.
We conduct a survey about the accuracy of the system
and detect human sounds in four categories, respectively.
In Table 2, the algorithm can achieve a high recognition
accuracy in quiet conditions. In noisy conditions, if audio
samples do not have human sounds, the detection accuracy
of the algorithm is still satisfactory. Only in the case of the
noisy audio sample with voice, is the recognition accuracy
slightly lower than that for other three cases. This is because
the energy level of human sounds is just on the boundary
where the algorithm can detect voice in audio samples. In this
condition, ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) and VPR
(VoiceRecognition) cannot always get right results.The audio
sample is falsely recognized because it thinks the samples do
not contain voice. This kind of audio samples accounts for a
small part of all samples, and the fuzzy voice in this kind of
audiowill influence the subsequent processes.Hence,making
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mistakes by our algorithm in this casewould not influence the
localization accuracy of the whole system.

The experimental results suggest that the audio-based
method can effectively detect the voice when the audio signal
is recorded by the mobile, no matter what the audio signal
looks like.

4.3. Backend System Performance

4.3.1. Ambient Sound Recognition Performance. Thekey algo-
rithm for indoor localization is the scene recognition through
the environmental sound, whose accuracy directly impacts
that of the system results. The audio data mentioned in
Section 4.2.1 are used to measure the scene recognition
accuracy. In ABS, we conclude that the algorithm can give
a high scene recognition accuracy. Considering the nature
of the system, each time we classify the scenes, the number
of scenes that need recognition is five to eight. Classifying
the scenes by the algorithm can lead to a high recognition
accuracy, namely, more than ninety percent. However, the
algorithm is sensitive to the sounds of people’s words in the
audio, and once a large number of people’s sound signals
occur, the recognition rate will drop accordingly. In order
to make the system capable of classifying all the types of
audio, blind source separation is used to deal with the audio
files, and then the audio can decrease the effect of people’s
sounds on the recognition algorithm to a large extent. We
have compared the capacities of system classification before
and after separation through experiment.

In the experiment, we classified the sound samples into
human sounds and nonhuman sounds and chose a number of
samples from the two types as the test set.We can observe the
influence of the human sound on the system by controlling
the proportion of human sound samples in the test set. As
shown in Figure 9, the longitudinal coordinate indicates the
accuracy of the system recognition while the abscissa shows
the proportion of human sound samples. When there is no
human sample in the test set, the recognition rate effect of
the algorithm can be quite remarkable, but with the increase
of the proportion of human sound samples in the test set,
the accuracy decreases. When every sample contains the
human sound, the recognition will drop to nearly zero. If
we add the human sound peeling algorithm to the system,
the recognition rate will remain high, which implies that
eliminating human sounds is helpful to the system scene
classification.

4.3.2.The Performance of the Voiceprint Recognition and Voice
Recognition in Noisy Environment. Due to the fact that the
condition under which the mobile phone collects the audio
cannot be restricted, the recording sound will not be clear.
Usually, the human sound audio contains noises either large
or small. We have tested the system’s capability to recognize
the audio voiceprints and the voices containing noise.

As illustrated in Figure 10, the abscissa is the dimension
of noise in the audio, the longitudinal coordinate on the left
is the recognition accuracy, and the right one stands for the
sample number. The bars in Figure 10 mean the number of
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Figure 10: Impact of noise level and the sample size.

samples in each noise level and the lines mean the accuracy
in each noise level. It is obvious that the recognition accuracy
decreases with the increase of the audio noisy degree. When
the audio is quite noisy, namely, more than 0.4, the accuracy
of recognition is only 60% to 70%, which is unacceptable. At
the same time, it can be seen that voice recognition has a still
higher demand on the audio. When the noise exceeds 0.3,
the recognition rate would decrease in an accelerating way.
So by the use of the algorithm mentioned in Section 3.2 in
the pre-control process, the system detects excessive noise in
the audio, and then determine that the audio is incapable of
recognizing voice or voiceprint.

Not only do we conduct a survey of system localization
accuracy, but also of the number of samples of each noise
level. The bar in Figure 10 shows audio sample distribution
according to normal distribution. The noise level of most
audio samples is lower than 0.3, with high noisy samples
accounting for an extremely small part in the sample set.This
result suggests that most audio samples can be used to the
ASR or VRP for assisting system localization.

In Section 4.3.1, we mentioned that the clear voice in
the sample would blight the system localization accuracy.
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Table 3: Performance of three kinds of text categorization algo-
rithms with different corpuses.

Algorithm WebKB IBMweb 20NewsGroup Industry sector
Naive Bayes 70.1% 75.2% 91.8% 86.9%
SVM 89.7% 87.0% 94.3% 94.6%
KNN 83.2% 85.3% 92.5% 91.7%

So we peeled the voice from the audio sample. However in
this section we will make use of the voice to help localization,
which seems contradictory, but in fact is not. Audio samples
with human sounds would be handled by two methods. One
is to peel the voice by the scenemodule; the other is to use the
VPR and ASR by the Behavior Identifying module. The two
methods are processed in parallel and without interference
so that a higher efficiency can be obtained, and the voice and
environmental sounds can be used to serve our system at the
same time.

4.3.3. Text Categorization Algorithm Performance. By select-
ing the text categorization algorithm, we compare the classi-
fication accuracies of three kinds of popular algorithm with
different corpus. The categorization algorithms we chose are
the Naive Bayes algorithm, SVM algorithm, and KNN algo-
rithm.The corpus we select are normally used to evaluate the
text categorization algorithm.They includes the following.

(1) 20NewsGroup, which is a collection of 20,000 mes-
sages from 20 different newsgroups, with one thou-
sand messages from each newsgroup;

(2) Industry Sector, which is a collection of about 10000
web pages of companies from various economic
sectors. (There are 105 categories);

(3) WebKB, which contains about 8000 web pages col-
lected from computer science departments of various
universities in Jan. 1997. We use the version with the
following seven categories: “student”, “faculty”, “staff”,
“department”, “course”, “project”, and “other”;

(4) IBMweb, which contains about 7000 web pages col-
lected from http://www.ibm.com/, categorized into
42 classes.

Table 3 obviously shows that using the SVM algorithm
can lead to a higher accuracy than using other algorithms.
The system needs to render services in real time for the
user, so the algorithm must calculate the result rapidly. In
these three text-categorization algorithms, the Naive Bayes
and SVM algorithm take the longest time (10 s) and the
shortest time (2 s), respectively. Time consumption of the
SVMalgorithm can be accepted. In practical applications, it is
easy to expand the training set by the SVM algorithm, which
does not require lots of verbose and repetitive operations.

By using the text categorization algorithm in our system,
the text samples are all from the ASR. Although the ASR
technique is mature, it cannot give a totally correct result, so
we did an experiment to find howhigh a localization accuracy
we can get with some error in the text sample. After the

experiment, we found that this error would not influence the
system, which can lead to an accuracy of more than 90%.

4.3.4. Comprehensive Localization Performance. We integrate
the results from each module and use the AdaBoost classifier
to locate the scene. Our experiment focuses mainly on two
aspects. One is whether the system can get a more accurate
result by integrating the results from each module. The other
is whether the system can keep a high localization accuracy,
when there are more and more scenes in the database which
need to be located.

The students in our class installed our system on their
mobile phones. They helped us to test the performance of
our system in the real life and we obtained the statistics.
According to this statistic data, with the laboratory taken
for example, we drew Figure 11 about system localization
results. In Figure 11, the colorized lines in the floor planmean
the location areas we delimited, each color representing a
location area. In other words, these location areas are the
exact results which should be located by our system. The
three colorized bars behind the floor plan show the system
result during the user’s walk in the laboratory. From top to
bottom are respectively expressed the correct results that the
system locate, the result located only being located falsely.
But our system can be used to locate each position precisely.
Only at the boundary between two areas of corridors can
the system get some wrong results. It is because there is no
physical boundary between two areas at all and the areas
near this boundary are very similar. If the users get close
to this boundary, the system will locate the position in the
opposite area. Because of similarity, both the results given by
the system should be considered as correct for the users.

In a real system, more and more scenes will be added
to the scene recognition library. Therefore, faced with the
increasing number of scenes, that is, the increasing scale
of the problem, our system is still able to maintain a high
level of recognition. As shown in Figure 12, we compared the
positioning accuracies of the system, the SurroundSense as
well as the case using the Wi-Fi and sound alone. When the
number of scenes increases, the recognition accuracy remains
stable by using our system, the SurroundSense and theWi-Fi,
respectively. And, it will tend to go downward if we only use
voice features for positioning.

The reason is that when the number of scenes increases,
if we only use voice features to locate the position, the system
has to match the characteristics of all scenes. The more the
scenes are, the greater the probability of similar scenes is, and
the recognition rate will certainly decrease. By using the Wi-
Fi positioning alone, the recognition rate will decrease until
the number of scenes reach a certain order of magnitude.
It is because Wi-Fi positioning is based on the calculated
similarity of the Wi-Fi signal, and the scenes that have high
similarity are concentrated in several scenes within a certain
range. After all scenes within the range are added to the
database, adding other scenes will not affect the algorithm
recognition rate. However, due to imprecise characteristics of
theWi-Fi positioning algorithm, the correct rate we obtained
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Figure 11: An experiment trace in laboratory building.
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Figure 12:With the problem size becoming larger, this figure shows
the variation of classification accuracy.

during our test is only about 70% and thus that algorithm
cannot be used alone.

Both our system and SurroundSense [5] can get a satis-
factory result, and it is because we adopted a certain method
to define the scope in the preliminary stage to exclude
the interference of the algorithm caused by extra scenes.
In SurroundSense, several locations are artificially set to a
cluster. Positioning in this cluster is not a self-optimization
process. Meanwhile, during the positioning, SurroundSense
used other sensors’ data except sound, such as color and
acceleration data, and in the case with the Wi-Fi and MIC
the accuracy rate is only about 70%. In our system, we used
the GSM positioning and Wi-Fi positioning technologies to
screen several candidate scenarios, so that we would deal
only with 5–8 scenes when we conducted indoor locating
with sound which can lead to a very accurate and stable
positioning result of about 90%.

5. Related Work

More recently, several sensor-aided localization approaches
have been proposed. By making use of the accelerometer
and compass sensor, Constandache et al. [29] first mapped
a predicted user trajectory onto a pre-downloaded map, and
then inferred the user’s current position.The main disadvan-
tage of such a method is that small errors are accumulated
over time, resulting in a significant position drift. Besides,
we observe that adjacent stores typically offering different
services leading to different background features such as
lighting and background music. Azizyan et al. [5] developed
the SurroundSense system to differentiate neighboring stores
in a shopping center. In their system, ambient-sound is
exploited to identify a store whereas its use is straightforward,
that is, authors exploit the sound amplitude distribution to
compute the loudness characteristics. Our follow-up prelim-
inary experiments show that such a simple manner neglects
valuable features of the ambient sound that could lead to
better localization. A more complex ambient sound feature
MFCC is explored by SoundSense [9], which used the sound
sample of the microphone sensor in the iPhone to classify
sound events. The SoundSense ignores silent sound samples
because the authors claim that these samples cannot represent
a sound event. However, in the context of indoor-localization,
a quiet background setting is meaningful in inferring the
user’s position, for example, in a library or in a self-study
room. Hence, we investigate the effectiveness of MFCC in
localizing users since typical sound events are also tightly
associated with a specific place. Chu et al. [30] proposed
to use the Matching Pursuit (MP) technique to enhance
the performance of the MFCC in differentiating scenarios.
However, their experiments were conducted in an ideal
setting, where the sound recorder can capture a large range
of the frequency (0–24K) of the background sound while the
typical microphone sensor can only capture a relatively small
range (0–8K).The difference of sound recorders significantly
changes the pattern of a sound sample, which could affect
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the localization accuracy achieved by subsequent processing
methods.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the idea of taking advantage of the
Wi-Fi/GSM and the microphone to perceive and recognize
indoor and outdoor environments and tried to infer the
behavior of users. At the same time, the monitor can track
the location and behavior according to the schedule in the
backend server. The main idea is to fingerprint a location
based on its ambient sound, human voiceprint, and speech.
This fingerprint is then used to identify the user’s location
and behavior. We did a large number of experiments by
using the Android smartphone and taking account of some
kinds of classifiers as well as testing multiple methods such
as voiceprint, speech recognition, text categorization, and
so forth. Last but not least, we got their performance in
precision. As a result of accuracy experiments, we believe
that our system is an early step towards a long-standing
research problem in indoor localization. Further research
on fingerprinting techniques, sophisticated classification, and
better energy management schemes could make our system a
viable solution in the future.
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